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The next lectures will teach you how to
� use CGI in server-side programming

• CGI and its internal workings
• configuring the server

� use environment variables in Perl
• show the environment
• check the client browser
• restrict access for specified domains
• see where the user comes from

� access the input from a form with POST and GET methods
• use Query_String and STDIN
• decode the input

� use extra path information
� make a basic counting code for your web page



What Is CGI?

Forms

Shopping, Booking.
Gateways 

Search Engine, Database
Virtual Documents

Guestbook, Chat, Bulletin Board,
Dictionary. 

The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is a standard (protocol) for interfacing external 
applications with information servers, such as HTTP or Web servers. A CGI program is 
executed in real-time, so that it can output dynamic information.

• The Web server can call up a 
program, while passing user-
specific data to the program.

• The program then processes
that data and the server passes the 
program's response back to the 
Web browser.



Internal Workings of CGI

GET /cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/welcome.cgi HTTP/1.1

Host: cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk

User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Linux 2.4.25 i686) Opera 7.11  [en]

Connection: close

Idea 3. Web servers:

• recognize it is a CGI program 

• execute the program (welcome.cgi)

• makes user’s info available to the CGI

program along with some server info

Idea 1. CGI programs:

• a special directory (e.g. http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/{user}/{script}),

• a certain file extension (e.g pl, cgi)   (Note:  Internet Explorer version 7 (and higher?) 

appears to demand the cgi extension, 

or at the very least it doesn’t like 

the “pl” extension.)

Idea 2. HTTP requests (GET, POST)

• specify URL (e.g. /cgi-bin/welcome.cgi)

• specify protocol (e.g. HTTP/1.1)

• specify accept formats 

• specify user-agent (e.g. Mozilla/4.0)

• specify user’s data



Internal Workings of CGI (cont.)

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Tue, 22 Nov 2005 18:25:25 GMT

Server: Apache/2.0.50 (Fedora)

Content-Length:91

Connection: close

Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1

<html>

<head><title>Welcome!</title></head>

<body><h1>Hello World!</h1>

</body></html>

Idea 4. Input to CGI program (UNIX)

• either from (STDIN), or

• from UNIX environment variables 

(%ENV hash in Perl)

Idea 5. Output from CGI program (UNIX)

• either to the client directly, or

• to STDOUT as a data stream

Content-type: text/html

<html>

<head><title>Welcome!</title></head>

<body><h1>Hello World!</h1>

</body></html>

Idea 6. Output as data stream (UNIX)

HTTP header + a blank line + body

• if a complete HTTP header, to the client

• if not, the server must do it.



Configuring the Server

• Before you can run CGI programs on your server, certain parameters in the 
server configuration files must be modified (this has been done already for us).

• For the UoL server you should proceed as follows.

• Your cgi-bin directory must be readable and executable by everyone, and the 
Perl scripts in that directory must be readable and executable by everyone.  

CGI scripts must go in the directory

$HOME/public_html/cgi-bin/           (so mine are in   martin/public_html/cgi-bin/  )

and are accessed using the URL:

http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/{user}/{script}

If they don't seem to work, try replacing                           

"cgiwrap" with "cgiwrapd"

to see debugging output.



Programming in CGI
Now that I know how CGI works, what programming language can I use?

You can use whatever language you want, but it should ideally include

• Ease of text manipulation 

• Ability to interface with other software libraries and utilities 

• Ability to access environment variables (in UNIX)

Some other popular languages for CGI programming include AppleScript, C/C++, C 
Shell, Tcl, and Visual Basic, Python

Perl (UNIX, Windows, Macintosh) is the most widely used for CGI programming! 

• Highly portable and readily available 

• Powerful string manipulation operators

• Very simple and concise constructs 

• Calling shell commands, and useful equivalents of certain UNIX system functions

• Extensions on top of Perl for specialized functions



CGI Input

The CGI input information can be roughly broken into three groups: 

See a trend here?

Environmental variables are available in Perl in a built-in hash called 
%ENV  (note that, like all Perl variables, it is case-sensitive).   

Information about the client, server, and user

� available in CGI environment variables

Form data that the user supplied

� available either in a CGI environment variable, or

� in STDIN

Additional pathname information

� available in CGI environment variables



Environment Variables (%ENV)

1. AUTH_TYPE The authentication method used to validate a user.

2. CONTENT_LENGTH The length of the data (in bytes or the number of characters) passed to the CGI 
program through standard input.

3. CONTENT_TYPE The MIME type of the query data, such as "text/html".

4. DOCUMENT_ROOT The directory from which Web documents are served.

5. GATEWAY_INTERFACE The revision of the Common Gateway Interface that the server uses.

6. HTTP_ACCEPT A list of the MIME types that the client can accept.

7. HTTP_FROM    The email address of the user making the request. Most browsers do not support this 
variable.

8. HTTP_REFERER The URL of the document that the client points to before accessing the CGI program.

9. HTTP_USER_AGENT The browser the client is using to issue the request.

10. PATH_INFO Extra path information passed to a CGI program.

11. PATH_TRANSLATED The translated version of the path given by the variable PATH_INFO.



Environment Variables (%ENV)

12. QUERY_STRING  The query information passed to the program. It is appended to the URL with a "?".

13. REMOTE_ADDR The remote IP address of the user making the request.

14. REMOTE_HOST The remote hostname of the user making the request.

15. REMOTE_IDENT The user making the request. This variable will only be set if NCSA IdentityCheck flag is 
enabled, and the client machine supports the RFC 931 identification scheme (ident daemon).

16. REMOTE_USER The authenticated name of the user.

17. REQUEST_METHOD The method with which the information request was issued.

18. SCRIPT_NAME The virtual path (e.g., /cgi-bin/program.pl) of the script being executed.

19. SERVER_NAME The server's hostname or IP address.

20. SERVER_PROTOCOL The name and revision of the information protocol the request came in with.

21. SERVER_PORT The port number of the host on which the server is running.

22. SERVER_SOFTWARE The name and version of the server software that is answering the client request.



Show the Environment

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

# CGI02.cgi COMP519

print "Content-type: text/html \n\n";

print "<html> \n";    # I actually printed a full DTD here.

print "<head><title>About Environment</title></head> \n";

print "<body><h1>About Environment</h1> \n";

print "<hr /><pre>";

foreach $env_key (keys %ENV){

print "The value of $env_key is $ENV{$env_key} <br/> \n";

}

print "</pre><hr/> \n";

print "</body>\n</html> \n";

exit (0);

view the output page

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

# CGI01.pl COMP519

foreach $env_key (keys %ENV){

print "The value of $env_key is $ENV{$env_key} \n";

}

exit (0);

Content-type:text/html \n\n

Can view in the shell

CGI01.pl in the prompt

Can view in the browser

http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-
bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI02.
cgi

in the browser

Content-type:text/plain \n\n

Output can be different



Check the Client Browser

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

# CGI03.cgi

$good_sys = 'Linux|Unix';

$client_browser  = $ENV{'HTTP_USER_AGENT'};

Can check the browser type, and then display specific documents

1. get the name of the browser from the HTTP_USER_AGENT variable:

$NET_document = "NET.html";

$IE_document = "IE.html";

2. identify the files to return depending on the sys:

3. check if the name is included in the list:

if ($client_browser =~ /$good_sys/) {

$html_document = $NET_document;

} else {

$html_document = $IE_document;

}

<html>

<head><title>Welcome 
IE!</title></head>

<body>

<h1>Are you a friend of 
Microsoft?</h1>

</body>

</html>

<html>

<head><title>Welcome 
NET!</title></head>

<body>

<h1>You are a friend of the 
NET!</h1>

</body>

</html>



Check the Client Browser (Cont.)

print "Content-type: text/html \n\n";

if (open (HTML, "<".$html_document)) {

while (<HTML>) {

print;

}

close (HTML);

} else {

print "<html><body><h2>Oops! There is a problem with 

the configuration on this system! </h2> \n";

print "<h2>Please inform the Webmaster of the problem. Thanks!</h2>

</body></html>\n";

}

exit (0);

4. Finally, print the partial header and open the file.

view the output page



Restricting Access for Specified Domains
You can configure most servers to restrict access to your documents

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

# CGI04.cgi COMP519

$local_host = 'csc\.liv\.ac\.uk';

$local_address = '10\.40|140\.135';

1. Define the IP domain name and address that are considered local.

$remote_address = $ENV{'REMOTE_ADDR'};

2. Find the IP numerical address for the remote user.

3. Convert the IP address to its corresponding name

@subnet_numbers = split(/\./, $remote_address);

$packed_address = pack("C4", @subnet_numbers);

($remote_host)  = gethostbyaddr($packed_address, 2);



Restricting Access for Specified Domains (Cont.)

$in_users = "IN.html";

$out_users = "OUT.html";

if(($remote_host =~/$local_host$/) && ($remote_address =~/^($local_address)/)){

$html_document = $in_users;

} else {

$html_document = $out_users;

}

4. Examine the remote host and check the remote address

print "Content-type: text/html \n\n";

if (open (HTML, "<" .$html_document)) {

while (<HTML>) {

print;

}

close (HTML);

} else {

print "<html><body><h2>Oops! There is a problem with 

the configuration on this system! </h2> \n";

print "<h2>Please inform the Webmaster of the problem. Thanks!</h2>

</body></html>\n";

}

exit(0);

5. Open the document and print the information.

view the output page



User Authentication and Identification

Can use server authentication information to identify users.

$remote_user = $ENV{'REMOTE_USER'};

if ($remote_user eq "jack") {

print "Welcome Jack, how is Jack Manufacturing doing these days? \n";

} elsif ($remote_user eq "bob") {

print "Hey Bob, how's the wife doing? I heard she was sick. \n";

}

.

.

.

Server authentication does not provide complete security!



Where Did You Come From?
Can get information from what server (or document) the remote users came.

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

# CGI05.cgi COMP519

print "Content-type: text/plain \n\n";

$remote_address = $ENV{'REMOTE_ADDR'};

$referral_address = $ENV{'HTTP_REFERER'};

print "Hello user from $remote_address! \n";

print "The last site you visited was: $referral_address. \n" 

print "Am I genius or what? \n";

exit (0);

Now for the caveats.

• First, not all browsers set this variable. 

• Second, if a user accesses your server first, right at startup, this variable will    
not be set. 

• Third, if someone accesses your site via a bookmark or just by typing in the 
URL, the referring document is meaningless. 

view the output page



Accessing Form Input

The CGI program can access the form input.



Query Strings

Can append information to the URL, after a question mark (?).

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

# CGI06.cgi COMP519

print "Content-type: text/plain \n\n";

$query_string = $ENV{'QUERY_STRING'};

if ($query_string eq "fortune") {

print 'FORTUNE!!!';

} elsif ($query_string eq "finger") {

print 'POKE!';

} else {

print 'BOO!!!';

}

exit (0);

The server runs 

CGI06.cgi (before the "?")

and puts the part after

the "?" into

QUERY_STRING

http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI06.cgi?fortune

http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI06.cgi?

http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI06.cgi?finger



A Simple Form
Can use a form to solicit the information from the user.
<html>

<!-- COMP519  form01-CGI.html  21/08/06 -->

<head><title>Simple Form!</title></title>

<body>

<h1>Simple Form!</h1>

<hr />

<form action="http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-
bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI07.cgi" method="get">

Command: <input type="text" name="command" 
size="40“ />

<p>

<input type="submit" value="Submit Form!">

<input type="reset"  value="Clear Form">

</p>

</form>

<hr />

</body>    </html>

GET /cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI07.cgi?command=fortune HTTP/1.1

.

. (header information)

.

“get” is the default 

"fortune" (or some other 
string) can be in the text 
field

submit button is pressed 

The browser sends 
this request to the 
server

view the page



Working with GET

The server runs 
CGI07.cgi

and puts 

"command=fortune“

into QUERY_STRING

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

#CGI07.cgi COMP519

print "Content-type: text/plain \n\n";

$query_string = $ENV{'QUERY_STRING'};

($key_name, $value) = split (/=/, $query_string);

First, we should extract the information:

Now, we're ready to execute the UNIX command:

if ($value eq "fortune") {

print 'GOLD!!!';

} elsif ($value eq "finger") {

print 'POKE!';

} else {

print 'How dull...';

}

exit (0);

Since the GET method is used here, we can directly access by using the following URL: 
http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI07.cgi?command=fortune

view the output page



The POST Method

Using the POST method, the server sends the data as an input stream to the program

If in <form>  we had POST, then 
the browser would send this 
request

POST /cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI07.cgi HTTP/1.1

.

. (header information)

.

Content-length: 15

command=fortune

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

# CGI08.cgi COMP519

$content_length = $ENV{'CONTENT_LENGTH'};

read (STDIN, $query_string, $content_length);

($key_name, $value) = split(/=/, $query_string);

print "Content-type: text/plain \n\n";

if ($value eq "fortune") {

print 'I\'M RICH!!!';

} elsif ($value eq "finger") {

print 'Ouch!';

} else {

print 'Bah...';

}

exit (0);

The server runs CGI08.cgi, and

puts "command=fortune" into

STDIN along with its size in

CONTENT_LENGTH

view the output page



Working with the GET and POST Methods
The CGI programmer can pay attention to both methods (possibly useful if there is more 

than one way to submit information via the webpage).

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

# CGI09.cgi COMP519

$request_method = $ENV{'REQUEST_METHOD'};

if ($request_method eq "GET"){

$query_string = $ENV{`QUERY_STRING’};

}

elsif($request_method eq "POST"){

read(STDIN, $query_string, $ENV{`CONTENT_LENGTH’});

}

($key_name, $value) = split (/=/, $query_string);

print "Content-type: text/plain \n\n";

if ($value eq "fortune") {

print 'MONEY!!!';

} elsif ($value eq "finger") {

print 'HOW RUDE!';

} else {

print 'Boring...';

}

exit (0);

REQUEST_METHOD

contains the request 
method.



Encoded Data
If more info is passed, the user’s string is encoded in the standard URL format.

Spaces are encoded as + or %20

Other special characters (some) change 
to %xx hexadecimal encoding.

<html>

<!-- COMP519  form02-CGI.html  21/08/06 -->

<head>

<title>When's your birthday?</title>

</head>

<body>

<h1>What are your name and birthday?</h1>

<hr />

<form

action="http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-
bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI10.cgi"

method="post">

Name (Surname, Given Name):

<input type="text" name="id" size="40">

<br />

Birthday (mm/dd/yy):

<input type="text" name="birthday" size="40">

<p>

<input type="submit" value="Submit Form!">

<input type="reset"  value="Clear Form">

</p>

</form>

<hr />

</body>

</html>

Each key-value pair is separated by 
the " &" character.

POST /cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI10.cgi
HTTP/1.1

.

. (information)

.

Content-length: …

id=Martin%2C+Russell&birthday=07%2F07%2F75

view the page

“post” is the request method

“Martin, Russell" is in the id field

“07/07/75" is in the birthday field

submit button is pressed 



Decoding Data
Can decode using Perl regular expressions.

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

#CGI10.cgi COMP519

$request_method = $ENV{'REQUEST_METHOD'};

$content_length = $ENV{'CONTENT_LENGTH'};

if ($request_method eq "GET"){$query_string = $ENV{'QUERY_STRING'};}

elsif ($request_method eq "POST"){read(STDIN, $query_string, $content_length);}

my %form_info;

@all_pairs = split(/&/, $query_string);

foreach $pair (@all_pairs)    { 

($key_name, $value) = split(/=/, $pair);

$value =~ tr/+/ /;

$value =~ s/%([a-fA-F0-9][a-fA-F0-9])/pack("C", hex($1))/eg;

$form_info{$key_name}=$value;

}

print "Content-type: text/html \n\n";

print "<html> \n";

print "<head><title>About the User</title> </head> \n";

print "<body> \n";

print "<h1>Thank you!</h1> \n";

foreach $key_name (keys %form_info){

$value = $form_info{$key_name};

print "<h3> Your $key_name is $value </h3> \n";

}

print "</body></html> \n";

exit(0);



Understanding the Decoding Process

• Determine request protocol (either GET or POST) by checking the REQUEST_METHOD 
environment variable. 

• If the protocol is GET, read the query string from QUERY_STRING and/or the extra path 
information from PATH_INFO. 

• If the protocol is POST, determine the size of the request using CONTENT_LENGTH and 
read that amount of data from the standard input. 

• Split the query string on the "&" character, which separates key-value pairs (the format is 
key=value&key=value...). 

• Decode the hexadecimal and "+" characters in each key-value pair. 

• Create a key-value table with the key as the index.
another example (using GET)



Extra Path Information
Can also pass additional data, known as extra path information, as part of the URL

http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/martin/CGI11.cgi/data/text.dat

"/data/text.dat" is stored 

in PATH_INFO

#!/usr/local/bin/perl -w

#CGI11.cgi COMP519

$plaintext_file = $ENV{'PATH_INFO'};

print "Content-type: text/plain \n\n";

if ($plaintext_file =~ /\.\./) {

print "Sorry! The input is invalid. \n";

print "Please check your specification. \n";

print "Then, try again. \n";

} else {

if (open (FILE, "<".'.'.$plaintext_file)) 
{

while (<FILE>) {

print;

}

close (FILE);

} else {

print "Sorry! The file cannot be read! \n";

}

}

view the page



Output from CGI

The most basic output for a CGI program is a simple document in either plain text 

or HTML, which the browser displays as it would any document on the Web.

However, there are other things you can do, such as: 

• Return graphics and other binary data 

• Tell the browser whether to cache the virtual document 

• Send special HTTP status codes to the browser 

• Tell the server to send an existing document 

• Each of these techniques involves knowing a little bit about returning additional 
headers from the CGI program (which I am not planning on talking about here…).



Less Typing

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# CGI12.cgi COMP519

print <<END_of_Multiline_Text;

Content-type: text/html

<html>

<head>

<title>Hello World</title>

</head>

<body>

<h1>Greetings, Terrans!</h1>

</body>

</html>

END_of_Multiline_Text

view the output page



Using CGI.pm
Can enter the CGI.pm module, which does most all of the dirty work for us.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

# CGI13.cgi COMP519

use CGI qw(param);

print <<END_of_Start;

Content-type: text/html

<html>

<head>

<title>About the User</title>

</head>

<body>

<h2>Thank you!</h2>

END_of_Start

$key_value=param('id');

print "<h2>Your id is $key_value. </h2> \n";

$key_value=param('birthday');

print "<h3>Your birthday is $key_value </h3> \n";

print <<All_Done;

</body>

</html>

All_Done

param() returns the list of all 
the names in key=value strings 
received from the submitted 
form.

param('id') returns the value 
associated with the id field.

use CGI qw(param); 

imports the function param
from the CGI module

view the page



More CGI.pm

#!/usr/bin/perl -wT

# CGI14.cgi COMP519

use CGI qw(:standard);

use CGI::Carp qw(warningsToBrowser fatalsToBrowser);

use strict;

print header;

print start_html("About the User");

print h2("Thank You!");

foreach my $key_name (param()){

my $key_value = param($key_name);

print h3("Your $key_name is $key_value");

}

print end_html;

view the output page

header

Creates HTTP header.

start_html

Generates an <html> tag.

end_html

Generates an </html> tag.

h2('text')

Generates an <h2> tag

*Find more about CGI.pm



Counting Visitors

Analysis
� Store a number somewhere
� Be able to read the number
� Be able to increment it (add 1)
� Write it out to the web page
� Store the number again

Design
1. If this is the first run, create a file and store the value 1 in it. Go to step 3
2. Otherwise, open and read the file. Add 1 to the value you have read.
3. Display the new value on the web page.
4. Write the new value to the file
5. Close the file

Implementation:
� Use Perl and HTML



Basic File Access

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

#access-test.pl COMP519

$CountFile="counter.dat";

open(COUNT,$CountFile);

$Counter=<COUNT>;

open(COUNT,">$CountFile");

$Counter +=1;

print COUNT $Counter;

print "$CountFile has been written to $Counter times. \n";

close(COUNT);

bash-2.05b$ perl access-test.pl

counter.dat has been written to 1 times.

bash-2.05b$ perl access-test.pl

counter.dat has been written to 2 times.

bash-2.05b$ perl access-test.pl

counter.dat has been written to 3 times.

bash-2.05b$ perl access-test.pl

counter.dat has been written to 4 times.



You’ve been Here Before
#html.cgi

sub HTML_Header{

print "<html> \n";

print "<head> \n";

print "<title> @_ </title> \n";

print "</head> \n";

print "<body> \n";

}

sub HTML_Ender{

print "</body> \n";

print "</html> \n";

}

1;    #  this statement (i.e. 

#   "true") tells the Perl

#   interpreter that

#   code has been loaded

#   successfully  

#!/usr/local/bin/perl -w

#access2.cgi COMP519

require "html.cgi";

$CountFile="counter.dat";

$PageTitle="Web Page Access Counter";

open(COUNT,$CountFile);

$Counter=<COUNT>;

open(COUNT,">$CountFile");

$Counter +=1;

print COUNT $Counter;

close(COUNT);

print "Content-type: text/html \n\n";

&HTML_Header($PageTitle);

print "<h1> $PageTitle </h1> \n";

print "<hr /> \n";

print "<h3>You are visitor No.$Counter to 
My Homepage </h3> \n";

&HTML_Ender;

view the output page



Running the Counter
<html>

<!-- COMP519  counter01-CGI.html  21/08/06 -->

<head>

<title>When's your birthday?</title>

</head>

<body>

<h1>Welcome to www.MySite.com..</h1>

<hr>

<h2 style="text-align: center; text-decoration: underline;">

<a href="http://cgi.csc.liv.ac.uk/cgi-
bin/cgiwrap/martin/accessl.cgi">Click here to enter</a>

</body>

</html>

A similar effect is obtained with the file access2.cgi, but this uses an external file to

help process the HTML commands.  Check the differences (use “access2.cgi” in place

of “access1.cgi”).  

view the output page



Learning Outcomes

In the last lectures you have learned how to

• use CGI in server-side programming

• use environment variables in Perl

• access the input from a form with POST and GET methods

• use extra path information

• make a basic counting code for your web page


